Life-work Technology
in Practice:
Retail

Introduction
Do we “live to work” or “work to live”? In the wake of the Great Resignation, organizations that are peoplefocused, life-aware, adaptable, and resilient have led the race to become employers of choice for those looking
for flexibility and support both at work and in their personal lives. By embracing the right solutions that reflect
the connections between life and work, Life-work Technology™ can give organizations confidence when it
comes to retaining and leveraging the talent they need to be successful. It provides a deeper understanding of
the driving forces behind the work patterns, efficiencies, behaviors, and aspirations of your employees, helping
them discover what inspires them to be the best versions of themselves and to do their best work. Life-work
Tech solutions help your organization navigate the vastly different circumstances and needs of each of your
employees in a smart and automated way, leveraging artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to
automate the most appropriate choices for individuals and the business.
With many retail and hospitality organizations still operating with disparate, time-consuming processes and
systems in place, employers often lose valuable time to tasks like monitoring labor demand and manually
creating schedules. These outdated processes offer limited flexibility, and it’s become clearer throughout the
pandemic that employees want more from their places of work. With a lack of available talent having a visible
impact on the industry — from rising labor costs and cumbersome shift swapping processes to unprecedented
absences and high levels of burnout — employers must do more to utilize smart technology and set their
people up for success in these uncertain times.
Leading businesses are looking for tools and technologies that are designed with people at the center, truly
serving them and improving their lives rather than simply managing transactions and processes. This is the first
step toward accommodating the Life-work Journey.
At UKG, we believe the best of these solutions represent an entirely new category. We call it Life-work
Technology. This approach differs from other forms of HR, payroll, and workforce management systems by
combining people systems with work systems, harnessing the most powerful aspects of both.
To illustrate the stark differences that businesses can experience based on whether or not they’ve embraced
this model and the technology that supports it, let’s take a look at two organizations in common scenarios.
In both cases, imagine yourself in the shoes of a retail store manager responsible for a team of direct reports.
Organization A has not yet taken steps to embrace the Life-work Journey, with reactive, process-driven
behaviors and a transactional people management platform. Organization B is taking advantage of Life-work
Technology and is much more adaptive as a result, with proactive, smart suggestions driven by AI and the
ability to support individual preferences while optimizing the business. We’ll examine the general
challenges of each organization and walk through a potentially stressful week in the life of the
manager in order to compare their respective mastery of the Life-work Journey
and ability to leverage Life-work Technology to elevate the employee
experience and optimize data to make great decisions faster.

Organization A
Challenges:
•

Customer demand is fluctuating and difficult to predict

• Budgeted labor hours are often cut by central operations
and regional managers
• Revenue targets are increasing
• The organization has high levels of staff turnover
and absenteeism
• The organization is receiving poor reviews on employer
feedback websites from current and previous employees
• As a manager, too much of your time seems to be spent
on administrative tasks, with too little time spent serving
customers and developing and recognizing teammates
Typical week:
• After spending three hours putting together the schedule for next week by looking at Excel
spreadsheets of sales forecasts, employee availability, and PTO requests, you post it to the
break room bulletin board:
 – The schedule is based on employee availability, sales forecast from corporate and the labor
budget, but does not take other data or trends into account
 – The first shift begins just four days after the schedule is finalized, which is not compliant with
state law requiring two-week notification
•

On day one of the new schedule, an employee calls in sick, leaving a gap in sales floor coverage:

 – You spring into action, pick up the phone, and start texting and calling people to fill
the open shift
 – At the same time, you make a mental note to add the sick time to the employee’s timecard
later in the week
 – The employee you finally manage to coax into covering the shift is unhappy, working
at a subpar time compared to their typical schedule
• In the middle of the week, one of your employees mentions that there is an issue they believe
may affect their career development:
 – You fully intend to hear them out, but there is a customer service problem that requires
immediate attention
 – Unsure of the organizational policies regarding the issue, you instruct the employee to open
a case with corporate HR
 – With no immediate response or course of action to formally submit the employee’s request
into their employee record, the issue is neglected, and the employee becomes disengaged
• The end of the week comes, and amid the chaos of readjusting the schedule, you forget to
append the sick time to the employee’s timecard:
 – The error goes unnoticed until after payroll is processed, requiring a manual correction

Organization B
Challenges:
• Fluctuating customer demand is seen in advance in your
demand forecast data
• Budgeted labor hours are occasionally still reduced, but
headquarters and field leaders can see the correlation
between budget, actual revenue results, and store labor
in order to make thoughtful decisions
• Revenue targets are increasing, but they correlate to
labor drivers and AI-driven data
• Staff turnover and absenteeism rates are below the
industry norm, but the organization still aims to improve
its ability to attract new, high-quality talent
Typical week:
• Employees receive a reminder on their mobile app to update their shift availability and
work preferences, along with notification of training courses available to enable qualification
for other shifts
• You receive notification that the demand forecast has been run and is ready for review;
based on previous experience, you know the automatically generated, AI-powered forecast
will be accurate, but you still have the ability to tweak it based on local events that may affect
store traffic
• The system has also automatically generated fair and equitable work schedules for the store
team that consider employee preferences and availability, demand forecast, labor budget, and
other critical labor drivers:
 – Your workload is drastically reduced compared to the manager at Organization A, allowing
more time to connect with staff and customers
 – The schedule is more efficient, which optimizes resources and supports sales goals
• Employees working their preferred shifts have reduced absence rates, but if an employee has
to call in sick, your technology has your back:
 – The absence is automatically added to the system, and alternative qualified employees
are instantly notified of the newly available shift via their mobile app
 – Another employee can claim the shift directly via the mobile app; managers are notified
of the work being covered; and the schedule is updated automatically
 – Your job is now easier because you didn’t have to spend time calling others to cover the shift
and the employee who picked up the shift is happy because they picked up extra hours and
had visibility into whom they’d be working with at that time
• An employee who has a question about a career development issue simply asks the system
in natural language for information on what resources and opportunities may exist, and adds
a reminder to their personal record to discuss this with you:
 – Even if you don’t have the time to address it immediately, the reminder remains in the system
permanently and can be discussed at your next touch-base meeting — it won’t be forgotten
 – After you meet with the employee, you configure an employee progression process in your
human capital management system that tracks training, on-the-job learning, and special
projects required for a new certification
 – The solution alerts the worker and you, the manager, whenever there’s a step to be completed,
and automatically moves them to the next one when it’s done
• During your scheduled office time, you set up a survey to check in with your team and to get
constructive feedback, allowing you to address any potential concerns:
 – Based on what you find out from the survey, you are able to correct a major concern shared
by one employee in a timely fashion, assuring them that their voice has been heard
 – These results are continuously available to stakeholders to encourage proactive steps that
can make life better on and off the job

Over the course of just one week, you can see the dramatic differences and positive impacts experienced
by an organization that embraces Life-work Technology. And this is just the beginning. This model offers
the best possible chance for business leaders in every industry around the world to truly future-proof their
organizations by becoming more resilient, adaptive, and life-aware than ever before.
Employers can proactively identify areas of capacity need and address potential problems before they ever
arise. Rather than casting a wide net into the gig economy, employers might create a branded internal gig
marketplace for talented employees to leverage their skills and further their careers with projects outside their
typical roles. In the current economic climate, even nurturing relationships with furloughed employees can
be an important part of the talent pipeline.
No matter how workplace norms continue to evolve or what unexpected disruptions await, Life-work Tech has
your back for the long haul.

Employers can proactively identify areas of capacity need and address
potential problems before they ever arise.
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